High efficiency laser photothermal excitation of microcantilever vibrations in air and liquids.
Photothermal excitation is a promising means of actuating microscale structures. It is gaining increased interest for its capability to excite atomic force microscopy (AFM) microcantilevers with wide frequency bandwidth in liquid environments yielding clean resonance peaks without spurious resonances. These capabilities are particularly relevant for high speed and high resolution, quantitative AFM. However, photothermal efficiency is low, which means a large amount of laser power is required for a given mechanical response. The high laser power may cause local heating effects, or spill over the cantilever and damage sensitive samples. In this work, it is shown that by simply changing from a probe with a rectangular cross-section to one with a trapezoidal cross-section, the photothermal efficiency of an uncoated silicon cantilever can be increased by more than a order of magnitude, and the efficiency of a coated cantilever can be increased by a factor of 2. This effect is demonstrated experimentally and explained theoretically using thermomechanical analysis. Results are shown for both air and water, and for normal bending and torsional oscillations.